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Construction Executive
Concert Properties
Location: Vancouver, BC
Concert is an award-winning diversified real estate enterprise with a stellar reputation.
For 30 years, Concert has been committed to its employees, investors, partners and
communities where they build and live, and is dedicated to what it means to be a
developer with a difference. Today, the company has a portfolio valued at over $7 billion
while remaining one of the most trusted names in Canadian real estate.
Reporting directly to the SVP, Construction, Concert is seeking a unique construction
leader with the ambition to grow potentially into an executive role nationally while
comfortable integrating into an already high performing experienced team. This is a
critical leadership position responsible for overall management and delivery of key
projects. At Concert, construction plays a broad and all-encompassing role right from
design, through to tendering and post construction, all the while working closely with
development, finance as well as sales and marketing teams. The successful incumbent
will build Concert’s bench strength as part of its long-term people strategy. This is a
career-building leadership role with the potential to expand as part of Concert’s growth.
The ideal candidate will be an experienced construction and team leader with direct
experience managing complex high-rise residential or commercial projects. At Concert,
construction leaders must be comfortable playing an influential role in all aspects of the
project, bringing to bear business acumen, strategic decision making and proactive
thinking. The ideal candidate must align with Concert’s focus on sustainability, integrity,
innovation, safety and a commitment to understanding the customer needs currently and
in the future. Highly approachable, and collaborative, they must be able to work with
individuals at all levels and across the organization.
Located in Vancouver, BC, this is a rare opportunity to join a real estate leader with an
enviable track record, stable ownership, experienced leadership team, and a large
diverse pipeline of interesting projects.
To explore this opportunity further, please submit your resume here.

